
Lecture-50 

Reading the counter: 

  When the counter is active, it is often desirable to read. The 

current value of the timer. This is complicated on the 8253 because a 

16-bit number must be read using a 8-bit data bus. This means the 

 must read the 16-bit is two separate bytes. Trying to read the 

timers as it is in the process of counting down can often yidd 

erroneous results. E.g. If the timer had a value of 2000 when the first 

byte of 00 was read (the least significant byte is read first), then the 

timer is decrement to 1FFF, and if the second byte was then read, it 

would have a value of 1F (the most significant byte of the current 

counter contents). This would make the user think that the timer 

contained a value of 1F00 instead of 2000 or 1FFF, which is a 

considerable error. 

 There are two methods to read the value (content) of the 

counter during down counting. In the first method, the selected 

counter must be inhibited either by controlling the gate input or 

inhibiting clock input. The counter stop counting and then correct 

value can be read. 

 The 8253 provides a special READ operation (read on the fly) 

that transfers the contents of the counter into a temporary storage 

and lets the  to read the data from the register. The timer continues 

to count down. To latch the current counter value a special mode 

control word is issued to the timer. The control word for latch is 

shown below. It uses only from MSB of the control word rest we don’t 

cares. Bits 7&6 (SC1&SC0) selects the counter to be read and bits 



and 4 (RL1&RL0) are set to 00 to indicate a latching instruction. After 

the count has been latched, either or both of the bytes can be read 

using I/O read instructions. Note that it is mandatory to do the entire 

read operation as specified by the RL1&RL0 bits of the original mode 

set command. The counter latching command must be issued every 

time the  wants to first latch the counter contents and then read it. 

If the 8253 is in mode 3, it counts down by 2; in all other modes the 

count decrements. Reading the count in mode 3 can give an 

ambiguous reading. Thus mode 3 should be used for generating 

square waves only and not for counting. 

SC1 SC0 RL1 RL0 X X X X 

 

Example: 

Configures timer / counter No.1 in mode ‘0’ and load it with 2 msec 

period at 1.5MHz clock frequency. 

2ms at 1.5MHz = 3000 cycles 

       = 0BBS H 

Therefore, CW will be  

(01 11 00 00)2 = 70 H 

The necessary instructions for loading the count value are 

MVI A, 70 

OUT 13 

MVI A, 08 

OUT 11 

MVI A, 0B 

OUT 11 

Read the counter ‘1’ on the fly and store the value in (B, C) pair 



CW (01 00 XX XX) = 40H 

The necessary statements are, 

MVI A, 40H 

OUT 13H 

IN 11 

MOV C. A 

IN 11 

MOV B, A 

INTEL 8254: 

 This chip also consists of 3- 16-bit down counters. Each 

counter is software in different modes. Each counter has a clock 

input, a gate control input and an output. The maxm clock input is 

10MHz. This chip is identified to 8253 in all respect (pin configuration 

and modes of operation) except the read function. 

 All counter in an 8253/8254 have latches on their outputs. 

Reading the counter means actually reading the data on the output of 

these latches. These latches are normally enabled during counting so 

that the latch outputs just follow the counter outputs. If we read, the 

count value during counting, the count may change between reading 

the LSB&MSb. There are three ways to read the count value. 

 The first is to stop the counting by inhibiting the clock signal or 

making the gate input low with external hardware. The counting is 

then stopped. There method has the disadvantages that it requires 

external hardware. 

 The second way of reading a stable value from a counter is to 

latch the current count with a counter latch command, and then read 

the latched count. A counter is latched a control word to the control 



register. A counter latch command is specified by making the RW1 & 

RW0 bits both0. The SC1 & SC0 bits specify which counter we want 

to latch. The lower 4 bits of the control word are don’t cares. When a 

counter latch command is sent, the latched count is held until it is 

read. When the count is read from the latches, the counter outputs 

return to following the counter outputs. 

 The third method of reading a stable count from a counter is to 

latch the count with a read back command. This command is 

available only in 8254, but not in 8253. 

 The read-back command allows the user to check the count 

value, programmed mode, and current state of the out pin and Null 

count flag of the selected counter. The command is written into the 

control word register and has the format shown in fig, 

D7  D6      D5  D4  D3   D2  D1      D0 

1 1  CNT2 CNT1 CHT0 0 

 

D5: 0 = Latch count of selected counter   

D4: 0 = Latch status of selected counter   

D3: 1 = Selected counter 2   

D2: 1 = Selected counter 1  

D1: 1 = Selected counter 0       

D0:   = Reserved for future expansion must be 0 

The 1’s in bits D7 and D6 identify this as a read back command word. 

The command applies to the counters selected by setting their 

corresponding bits D3, D2, D1 = 1. 



 `The read back command may be used to latch multiple output 

latches (OL) by setting bit D5 = 0 and selecting desired 

counter (s). This single command is equivalent to several counter 

latch commands, are for each counter latched. The advantage of their 

control word is that one can latch one, two or three counters by 

putting 1’s in the appropriate bits. Each counter’s latched counter is 

held until it is read. That counter is automatically unlatched when 

read, but other counter remains latched until they are read. If multiple 

count read back command are issued to the same counter without 

reading the count, then all but the first are ignored ie the count which 

will be read is the count at the time the first lead back command was 

issued. 

 The read back command may also be used to latch status 

information of selected counter (s) by setting  bit D4 = 0. 

Status must be latched to be read status of a counter is accessed by 

a read from that counter. The counter status format is shown in fig, 

D7  D6      D5  D4  D3   D2  D1      D0 

OUTPUT NULL 
COUNT 

RW1 RW0 M2 M1 M0 BCD 

  

 Bit D5 through D0 contains the counter’s programme mode 

exactly as written in the last mode control word. OUTPUT bit D7 

contains the current state of the output pin. This allows the used to 

monitor the counter’s output via software, possibly eliminating same 

hardware from a system. 

 Null count bit D6 indicates when the last count written to the 

counter register (CR) has been loaded into the counting element (D6 



= 1 Null count D6 = 0 count available for reading). The exact time this 

happens depends on the mode of the counter and is described in the 

mode definition but until the count is loaded into the counting element 

it can’t be read from the counter. If the count is latched or read before 

this time, the count value will not reflect the new value just written. 

The operation of the null count is shown below: 

This action  

A. Write the control word register causes NULL count = 1 (only word 

will have its NULL COUNT set to 1. Null count bits of other counter 

are unaffected). 

B. Write to the count register Null count = 1 (If the counter is 

programmed for two most significant byte null count goes to 1 

when the second byte is written). 

C. New count is loaded into CE. Null count = 0. If multiple status latch 

operation of the counter (s) are performed without reading the 

status, all but the first are ignored i.e. the status that will be read is 

the status of the counter at time the first status read back 

command was issued. 

 Both count and status of the selected counter (s) may be 

latched simultaneously by setting both  &  bits D5. D5 

= 0. If multiple count and/or status read back commands are issued 

to the same counter (s) without any intervening reads all but the first 

are ignored. 

 If both count & status of a counter are latched, the first read 

operation of that counter will return latched status, regardless of 

which was latched first. The next one or two reads (depending on 



whether the counter is programmed for one or two bytes) return 

latched count subsequent reads return unlatched count. 

 

 

 

 


